A. No, the lack of supply points in each sides' OB is not an oversight. Both sides have a theoretically infinite amount of supply points available. When delivered per the rules you mention above, they are represented by the use of status markers. Supply points are available as described in the first paragraph of Rule 20E for delivery by air, and 26A1 for delivery from Murmansk to Petsamo via sea.
Q. (Rule 14C) What good are headquarters?
A. A headquarters unit may provide support for other units per Rule 11, being akin to artillery in this regard (since it is considered to represent the divisional artillery component, among other assets). This is a valuable capability for the artillery-starved Finns, since a headquarters unit may stack with Finnish unsupported non-divisional units to form a supported stack.
Also, the divisional headquarters may be necessary to assemble a divisional unit, per Rule 15A. For example, the 21st Divisional Headquarters unit must be stacked with the other component units of the 21st Rifle Division in order to assemble the 3-4-6* Rifle Division counter. The assembled division exerts a ZOC, potentially of tremendous value as the Finns become hard-pressed.
Q. (Rule 14F2) Do Soviet 0-1-8 Bdr (NKVD) units have APZOCs?
A. Yes, Soviet NKVD units have APZOCs both as border units and when converted to political police units.
Q. Do APZOCs exist outside weather zone A, even when the regimental unit doesn't have a ZOC anymore?
A. Yes, APZOCs exist equally inside and outside weather zone A.
Q. Can units in partisan mode cut supply lines?
A. No, this is a result of Rule 14F: "A unit in partisan mode does not own the hex it occupies" and "does not have a ZOC in the Arctic."
Q. (Rule 14F3) Once in combat mode, a partisan unit will always control the hex it occupies. So under what circumstances can a unit in combat mode change back to partisan mode?
A. Rule 14F3 states "The Finnish player must change a partisan unit from partisan mode to combat mode if the unit begins an initial phase (friendly or enemy) in a friendly-owned hex." If the partisan unit is in combat mode, it does not "begin the initial phase" in partisan mode and so is unaffected by this sentence. Perhaps the rule would be clearer if the second sentence read: "However, if a partisan unit in partisan mode begins an initial phase (friendly or enemy) in a friendly-owned hex, the Finnish player must change the unit to combat mode."
Here is how it works: While in Finnish territory the unit operates in combat mode. If at the start of a turn the Finnish player wishes to send the unit into Soviet territory incognito, he changes the unit to partisan mode during his initial phase and moves it into Soviet territory during the movement phase. Since a partisan unit in partisan mode does not own the hex it occupies (14F2, 1st bullet), it will not trigger a mandatory conversion back to combat mode while in Soviet territory. Of course, it could choose to change to combat mode, if desired. Once in combat mode, it could choose to change back to partisan mode in a future Finnish initial phase, as noted above. But let's assume a Finnish unit in partisan mode decides to "come in from the cold," and moves back into Finnish owned territory. In the following Soviet initial phase, the partisan unit would have to change from partisan mode to combat mode, because it begins the initial phase in a friendly-owned hex.
In a subsequent turn the Finnish player could again decide to send this same unit off on another raid into Soviet territory by changing it to partisan mode, and moving it onto enemy turf. 
Q. Can a partisan

Q. (Rule 29B2) May units attack across the Vouksa lake hexsides?
A. Attacking across hexsides 4516/4515 and 4614/4715 is prohibited. The presence of the transportation line crossing 4614/4714 makes that hexside a bridged strait (open water) hexside, which does allow combat (see the change to the TEC above).
Q. Is movement and combat allowed across hexside 4713/4613?
A. Yes, this is a frozen lake hexside and is unaffected by the Vouksa River system. This is an intentional design feature.
Q. (Rule 30B3) Can Soviet units trace supply through uncaptured Finnish city hexes?
A. They can trace an overland element (only) through such a hex, if unoccupied by Finnish units and not blocked by Finnish ZOCs.
Q. (Rule 31B) This rule states that "the Finnish player may not trace road and railroad element supply lines through any city hex of a resisting country unless that city is garrisoned." Does this include Narvik? I trace the supply line to not through Narvik.
A. Narvik must be garrisoned for the supply lines to be traced.
Q. (Rule 31C) Can the French and British units of the intervention force use rail movement (Finnish Rail capacity)? If so, what is the impact on such rail movement if Norway and Sweden resist intervention?
A. A unit of the Western Intervention Force (WIF) can use rail movement provided a line of friendly owned rail hexes exists between the unit and Finland, or if the unit is already in Finland. Therefore, if neither Norway nor Sweden resist intervention, a unit could use rail movement upon its arrival (for game purposes, all hexes in Norway and Sweden would become Finnish owned per Rule 31B).
If either Norway or Sweden resist, the situation is a little trickier. Units of the WIF must first gain ownership of a rail line into Finland (since for game purposes all hexes in a resisting country become Soviet owned). Once the path is cleared (or the units reach Finland), rail movement can proceed normally. 
Q. On the
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